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The Banff Schema was first developed by a 
group of  pathologists, nephrologists, and 
transplant surgeons at a meeting in Banff 
Canada August 2-4, 1991.

It has continued to evolve through 
meetings every two years  and has 
become the worldwide  standard for 
interpretation of transplant biopsies.
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To mark the 30th anniversary of the 
first Banff Classification (1991), 
premeeting discussions were held on the 
past, present, and future of the Banff 
Classification. 



premeeting discussions



“The banff classification is changing 
too often”



American Journal of Transplantation 24 (2024) 338–349



This report is a summary of the meeting highlights that 
were most important in terms of their effect on the 
Classification, including discussions around :

•Microvascular inflammation:
Inflammation within peritubular capillaries (PTCs) 
together with glomerulitis (g) constitutes MVI as a 
feature of Active AMR or Chronic Active AMR.



Updates of 2019 Banff classification

• Category 1: Normal biopsy or nonspecific changes 
• Category 2: Antibody-mediated changes 

Active ABMR; all 3 criteria must be met for diagnosis 

1. Histologic evidence of acute tissue injury

2. Evidence of current/recent antibody interaction with 

vascular endothelium

3. Serologic evidence of circulating donor-specific 

antibodies(DSA to HLA or other antigens).

C4d staining or expression of validated transcripts/ classifiers  

as noted above in criterion 2 may substitute for DSA









Glomerulitis Capillaritis



A reappraisal of Microvascular Inflammation as a 
pathology lesion and its diagnostic specificity: 
A key focus of the Banff 2022 Kidney Meeting



Microvascular inflammation

In a post meeting survey, agreement was reached on the delineation of 
the following phenotypes:

(1) "Probable antibody-mediated rejection (AMR),“
which represents donor-specific antibodies (DSA)-positive cases with 
some histologic features of AMR but below current thresholds for a 
definitive AMR diagnosis

(2) "Microvascular inflammation,DSA-negative and 
C4d-negative“
a phenotype of unclear cause requiring further study, which represents 
cases with microvascular inflammation not explained by DSA. 



Before assigning MVI cases as “DSA negative”

The limitations of HLA-DSA testing:
- Incomplete genotyping for all loci including HLA-DP or 
HLA-DQ

- Technical aspects, and resolution of the assays

should be integrated into clinical decision-making 



American Journal of Transplantation 24 (2024) 338–349

International consensus in the Banff 2022 Survey on Banff Category 2 definitions of AMR and MVI 



"Probable antibody-mediated rejection (AMR),“

• A diagnosis of “Probable AMR” could trigger AMR treatment in certain 
defined clinical contexts:eg

• In high-risk crossmatch positive transplantations, which are not (yet) 
associated with severe MVI above the threshold,

• In the case of rapidly declining kidney function in patients with
de novo HLA-DSA.

• In other cases, watchful waiting or a repeat biopsy could be considered,
And biopsy-based transcript diagnostics might help, if available.

Further research on this phenotype is necessary 



Microvascular inflammation,DSA-negative and C4d-negative

Therapies could be considered for DSA-negative, C4d-
negative MVI, in the absence of detectable circulating 
antibodies,
caution is needed, as the response to those treatments 
could be low.

Studies that aim to elucidate the causes of the DSA 
negative C4d-negative MVI phenotype, and targeted 
therapeutic approaches, are eagerly awaited. 



Clinical interpretation of Banff Category 2 - AMR and MVI 



biopsy-based transcript analysis for diagnosis

• Biopsy-based transcripts were first introduced in the Banff
classification in 2013, 

• Biopsy-based transcript diagnostics are considered promising and 
remain an integral part of the Banff Classification 

(limited to diagnosis of AMR) 

• further work needs to be done to agree on the exact classifiers, 
thresholds, and clinical context of use

• Transcript: a sequence of RNA produced by transcription from a DNA template

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/transcription


Clinical comparison between 2 available platforms 
for biopsy-based transcript diagnostics 



biopsy-based transcript diagnostics

• Despite the major advancements in the analytical validity (ie,
technical platform performance) and clinical validity (ie, 
relation with clinical phenotypes) of biopsy-based transcript 
diagnostics several central questions relating to clinical utility

(value added/cost-benefit) remain unanswered, as
emphasized by many members of the Banff community in the
Banff 2022 Survey.

Clinical utility is usually taken into consideration by 
government health agencies, health insurers, or other
payers in the decision to cover the cost of testing, and thus 
the availability of the test to patients.



The Banff Classification in the context of 
personalized medicine in kidney transplantation 



key points
- Banff 2022 update, identifies 2 phenotypes:

- MVI that are DSA-negative and C4d-negative 

- Probable antibody-mediated rejection (AMR)- (DSA)-positive

- Biopsy-based transcript diagnostics are considered promising and remain an 
integral part of the Banff Classification 

(limited to diagnosis of AMR) 

- further work needs to be done to agree on the exact classifiers, 
thresholds, and clinical context of use

- The Banff Classification for Kidney Allograft Pathology inscribes itself into 
a broader framework of personalized medicine and clinical decision support 
strategies 



Thank you for your Attention
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